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Abstract 
The LDAC workshop series provides a focused overview on technical and applied research 
on the usage of semantic web, linked data and web of data technologies for architecture 
and construction (design, engineering, construction, operation, etc.). The workshop aims at 
gathering researchers, industry stakeholders, and standardization bodies of the broader 
Linked Building Data (LBD) community. This includes the buildingSMART Linked Data 
Working Group (LDWG) participants and the W3C Linked Building Data (LBD) Community 
Group participants. The aim of the workshop is to present current developments, coordinate 
efforts, gather stakeholders, and elaborate use cases. 
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Session 1 - Technical presentations 
Recent Changes in the Building Topology Ontology 

Mads Holten Rasmussen, Pieter Pauwels, Maxime Lefrançois, Georg Ferdinand Schneider,          
Christian Anker Hviid, Jan Karlshøj  

Abstract: The Building Topology Ontology (BOT) was in early 2017 suggested to the W3C              
community group for Linked Building Data as a simple ontology covering the core concepts              
of a building. Since it was first announced it has been extended to cover a building site,                 
elements hosted by other elements, zones as a super-class of spaces, storeys, buildings             
and sites, interfaces between adjacent zones/elements, a transitive property to infer implicit            
relationships between building zone siblings among other refinements. In this paper, we            
describe in detail the changes and the reasons for implementing them. 

Paper 

Presentation 

Researchgate Project 

 

http://linkedbuildingdata.net/ldac2017/files/Presentations/recent-building-topology.pdf
http://linkedbuildingdata.net/ldac2017/files/Presentations/171113_BOT_Changes.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/project/Building-Topology-Ontology-BOT


 

 

Methodology for Data Integration using SPARQL Constructs in the AEC          
Industry 

Gonçal Costa, Alvaro Sicilia 

Abstract. In the architecture, engineering and construction (AEC) industry, data exchange           
interoperability in the field of building information modelling (BIM) still presents serious            
limitations and problems. Many BIM software applications enable data exchange through           
proprietary formats and open interoperability standards such as IFC. However, the exchange            
of information across different domains and disciplines using a unique format such as IFC is               
not always feasible or does not bring about the expected results. Therefore, it is necessary               



to find alternative solutions to transform the data from one domain to another. Methods to               
automate data exchange using Semantic Web technologies have been devised in recent            
decades. However, it is still necessary to achieve data semanticization in a more agile and               
transparent way, to facilitate the work for end-users as well as for ontology designers and               
domain experts. In this article, we present a methodology aimed at facilitating the             
interoperability between a set of data models generated by BIM applications and other             
related data sources, and domain data models (e.g., energy, acoustics). From the            
experience gained in its implementation, we highlight some of the critical issues which need              
to be considered in semantic-based interoperability.  

Paper 

Presentation 

 

 

http://linkedbuildingdata.net/ldac2017/files/Presentations/LDAC2017_ARC.pdf
http://linkedbuildingdata.net/ldac2017/files/Presentations/LDAC_2017_Costa_Sicilia.pdf


 

 

 

 



Towards a Reference Ontology for Building Geometry 

Kris McGlinn, Peter Bonsma, Anna Wagner, Pieter Pauwels 

Abstract. Geometric data plays a central role in many use cases related to build-ings, such               
as retrofitting, energy simulation, automation, navigation etc. Manag-ing geometric data          
across a building lifecycle (BLC) may involve multiple geo-metric representations, requiring           
transformation between formats when passed between different CAD tools. Building          
Information Modelling (BIM) sets out to address interoperability in building models and BIM             
standards like the Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) aim to provide a reference model by              
providing not on-ly capabilities for storing multiple geometric representations, but also           
relating these with detailed parametric descriptions of building entities. Due to decisions            
early in its development, IFC has not yet been aligned with widely used web technologies,               
nor modern mathematical descriptions of geometry or graphics li-braries. Also, there are use             
cases which may not require full 3D models of geom-etry, requiring less complex 2D              
representations, or even just a geolocation point. In this paper, we explore some of the               
considerations which must be addressed for a building geometry model, looking at existing             
and developing geometry models to support building geometry related uses cases and            
methods for interlinking with existing and developing BIM models, such as IFC and the              
developing Building Topology Ontology (BOT) ontology. The paper also examines initial           
develop-ments towards a more complete geometry reference model called GEOM, which           
similar to OntoBREP, addresses a number of the shortfalls of IFC. The paper al-so explores               
alternative geometric representations, such as GeoSPARQL, which relies on a Well-Known           
Text (WKT) mechanism for representing 2D polygon-based geometry.  

Presentation 

 

http://linkedbuildingdata.net/ldac2017/files/Presentations/ldac_geom_2017_11_13.pdf


 

 

 



 

Towards Aligning Domain Ontologies with the Building Topology        
Ontology 

Georg Ferdinand Schneider 

Abstract. The ontology-modelling approach has been recognised as one possible remedy to            
address the prevalent heterogeneity in information exchange in the Architecture,          
Construction, Engineering and Facility Management (AEC/FM) industry. A plethora of          
domain ontologies exist, each designed to full the specic information requirements of a             
certain use case within the AEC/FM domain. Recent published work proposes a central             
ontology termed Building Topology Ontology (BOT) which aims at capturing frequently           
occurring design patterns in domain ontologies. This paper presents a work in progress             
towards proposing alignments of this central ontology to ve domain ontologies from AEC/FM             
domain. The proposed alignments are evaluated in terms of consistency of the resulting             
ontology. Finally conclusions are drawn on how a possible redesign of the BOT ontology              
could stipulate further reuse. 

Paper 

http://linkedbuildingdata.net/ldac2017/files/Presentations/LDAC2017_georgschneider.pdf


 
 

Hackathon 
The technical session of the LDAC workshop has been transformed into a hackathon around 
the BOT ontology and product ontologies in general. An indication of the intended time 
schedule and plan is given in the presentation and notes available at:  
 
http://linkedbuildingdata.net/ldac2017/files/Presentations/2017-LDAC-Hackaton.pdf 
http://linkedbuildingdata.net/ldac2017/files/Presentations/LDAC%20Hackaton%20Session.p
df  
 
Furthermore, data is available at 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1p0AHsedMPW146Uw7dtzkq5eHrNG5TI_X  

Track A - Mastering the BOT ontology 
The BOT ontology is made available in a semi-final version. It is available at: 
 
https://w3id.org/bot#  
 

http://linkedbuildingdata.net/ldac2017/files/Presentations/2017-LDAC-Hackaton.pdf
http://linkedbuildingdata.net/ldac2017/files/Presentations/LDAC%20Hackaton%20Session.pdf
http://linkedbuildingdata.net/ldac2017/files/Presentations/LDAC%20Hackaton%20Session.pdf
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1p0AHsedMPW146Uw7dtzkq5eHrNG5TI_X
https://w3id.org/bot#


 
 
There are a couple of open topics and issues related to the BOT ontology and how it can be 
used. 

Open challenges 
 

1. What if a floor slab facing partly spaces both up and down and partly only a space 
downwards, but is facing the outside in the upward direction. How to define what is a 
roof and what is a floor without splitting the slab in two elements? Where to put the 
division? Outside wall? Inside wall?  
 
This kind of behaviour should be accommodated as it is usually accommodated in a 
construction project process, namely, people are responsible for the data they 
provide, relying on the data that they get. Linked data technologies help in providing 
the data. So, this functionality depends a lot on the stakeholder(s). The structural 
engineer does not need the information, so the MEP engineer who needs it can 
subdivide the slab and put his division where it needs to be (according to himself, 
according to office standards, or according to international standards). 

 
2. What is the scope of BOT? Is it only the building topology or does it also allow to 
describe stakeholders? 

 
Keep in mind that for the industry, the data inserted into such ontologies will be highly 
fragmented. This is an important issue: when looking at openBIM today, everyone 
has his own models, thus the “responsibility” of each stakeholder remains limited to 
the actor/enterprise he is associated with. Linked data changes this paradigm: “the 
data I am responsible for remains in my hands, or goes in the cloud”. 

 



3. Would you a) define one single global object for a project, then every stakeholder 
adds his own properties, or b) each stakeholder copies an instance of this object into 
his database / servers, and further works “locally” on this instance? 

 
It might be an option to look at the PROV-O ontology, which would allow to store 
provenance of data and therefore also responsibilities. 

Implementation outlook 
How does the BOT ontology align with the ifcOWL ontology? How are both related? Do we 
need a converter to BOT after the conversion; do we convert in parallel; or is there another 
procedure to be used? 
 
At the moment, there are a couple of routines that can be considered in relation to existing 
software, standards, and company procedures. This report does not outline them all, but it 
outlines some, using the following image. 
 

 



Option 1: Generate RDF graphs according to the BOT ontology natively, from scratch, 
in a separate, new to build application (distinct apps). 
 
Option 2: Generate RDF graphs according to the BOT ontology directly from within 
existing BIM authoring tools or other software that has the functionality embedded to 
describe the topology of a building (plug-ins and add-ons). 
 
Option 3: Generating RDF from IFC-compliant data (picture above). 
 
For the last option (option 3), the idea would be that IFC data gets uploaded via a web form 
(upper left in the Figure). This data gets converted through an IFC2RDF conversion step 
(https://github.com/pipauwel/IFCtoRDF), resulting in an online IFC-SPF and IFC-RDF file. 
The RDF graph can be stored in a triple store. In addition, the IFC file can be converted in a 
WebGL notation, using the IfcConvert software for example 
(http://ifcopenshell.org/ifcconvert.html). The converted file is directly usable in a 
three.js-based online 3D viewer. From the IFC-RDF graph, a BOT-compliant RDF graph can 
be produced, to which it is easier to connect with additional data, compared to the IFC-RDF 
graph. A final (web) interface can now display the three.js geometry in combination with a 
SPARQL query interface for querying the semantic data (non-geometric). Furthermore, the 
data can easily be extended with other data in other servers if available and needed. 
 
If a standard data model is built within the W3C to capture building data on the web, and we 
hereby follow the trajectory of a W3C working group, then we could follow the example of the 
Spatial Data on the Web working group, which also recommended the SSN ontology as a 
standard. For example, they tracked the usage of specific classes and properties in 
real-world applications via: https://w3c.github.io/sdw/ssn-usage/#analysis-datasets. Each 
class needs to be used by at least two different applications. This could give the advantage 
of already implementing W3C good practices for e.g. versioning, thus easing the way for a 
future W3C WG on building data. 
 
W3C paid Membership is necessary to have a WG: https://www.w3.org/Consortium/fees  
 

 

  

https://github.com/pipauwel/IFCtoRDF
http://ifcopenshell.org/ifcconvert.html
https://w3c.github.io/sdw/ssn-usage/#analysis-datasets
https://www.w3.org/Consortium/fees


Track B -  Product data and Props ontologies 

Properties 
The main topic of this discussion was the way in which properties should be modelled. The                
following conclusions were made: 
 

- It has until now been implicitly proposed to model products without properties and             
model properties not so tightly bound to specific products (PRODUCT and PROPS            
ontologies are separate). This is considered to be not as useful as combining both              
ontologies and data.  

- Properties also have to be carefully distributed into modules, beginning from the most             
common/simple properties to the most precise and specific ones.  

- The definition of properties should be precise and multiple examples should be given.  
- If possible, linking to existing definitions in other repositories has to be realised.  
- Also, the need of value/interpretation assignments for properties (e.g. desired,          

required, computed, measured, as designed, as is, …) was agreed upon. This            
includes the possibility for individual products to override property values of their            
generic product.  

- Finally, a method for conformance checking should be developed to ensure the            
correct use of defined products and their properties. 

 
Given the amount of existing work in the field of standards for catalogues,             
dictionaries, we should consider a Linked Data approach that could take advantage of             
the existing initiatives. This is a good example of a use case where Linked Data can                
help integrating the data from the different sources (mentioned below). We could use             
this use case for having a demonstrator that might help convincing people reluctant             
to using Linked Data technologies. As an example, we can work with people from the               
buildingSMART Data Dictionary (bSDD), e.g. Sigve, in order to determine how Linked            
Data technologies could be of use to the bSDD and the other way round. 

Products 
Identification of five categories/roles for products: 
 

1. Individual products: An individual product that is existing in real-life and can be 
differentiated from other products of the same type (e.g. using a serial number). 

2. Generic products: A generic description of a product, which can be created according 
to the given description. This generic product is not necessarily linked to a 
manufacturer, which is how it differs from the manufacturer products below. 

3. Manufacturer products: A product as it exists in the catalog of a manufacturer, more 
or less like gr:ProductOrServiceModel in the GoodRelations ontology. This product is 
theoretical (performances have ‘expected values’), rather than specific and real 
(performances are real-time and have specific values).  

4. Product category: A group of products that have similar properties, and are fulfilling 
the same/similar functions in the building.  



5. Product placeholder / specification: A dummy element that can be used by the 
modeller to place a non-specific element with certain requirements (e.g. some wall 
with an u-value of 0,2). 

 
It is an open issue how these categories are modelled, e.g. 1) separate “product” hierarchies 
to be similarly specialized (cons: replication of classes like in IFC, IfcProduct vs 
IfcTypeProduct); 2) one fully specialized “product” hierarchy and a separate hierarchy 
defining only the high level product categories. Each product instance will belong to two 
classes, e.g. HeatPump and ProductCategory; 3) a single “product” hierarchy and object 
properties to represent their role and relations. The second approach is how it is currently 
done in GoodRelations and schema.org. 
 
As an example, in OntoUML modeling, can the five categories be seen as “role” subclasses 
of the “kind” class Product? 
 
Q: How to represent the relations between instances belonging to different product 
categories (e.g. a ProductIndividual that can/must/will replace a ProductPlaceholder)? 
Q: Can the same individual evolve from one category to another? 
Q: Can one product belong to multiple product categories? E.g. BIPV: They are facade 
elements as well as elements creating electricity. 
Q: How does the category/role impact on the set of properties that can be linked to a product 
instance? E.g. the selling or the actual construction date can be defined for a 
ProductIndividual but not for a GenericProduct or a ProductPlaceholder. 
 
Identification of the possible relations between products of the different categories: 
 

domain/range Individual Generic Manufacturer Category Placeholder 

Individual X  gr:hasMakeAnd
Model 

hasCategory fillsPlaceholder 

Generic  X  hasCategory fillsPlaceholder 

Manufacturer   X hasCategory  

Category X? X? X? X X? 

Placeholder X X X hasCategory X 

 
 
Since there are already multiple classification systems and ontologies in place, it is not 
desirable to define yet another standard. Instead, the committees and developers of such 
national and international standards should be contacted. For this purpose, several systems 
have been collected with the aim to start a discussion with them. 
 

● PPBIM and XP P07 - national, French  
● CBNL - national, Dutch; contact: Hans Schevers 
● VDI3805 - national, German 
● ISO16757 - International 

http://cobuilder.fr/la-norme-xp-p07-150-en-france/
https://www.boutique.afnor.org/norme/xp-p07-150/proprietes-des-produits-et-systemes-utilises-en-construction-definition-des-proprietes-methodologie-de-creation-et-de-gestion/article/820819/fa184671
http://public.cbnl.org/
https://www.vdi.de/technik/fachthemen/bauen-und-gebaeudetechnik/fachbereiche/technische-gebaeudeausruestung/richtlinienarbeit/richtlinienreihe-vdi-3805-produktdatenaustausch-in-der-tga/
https://www.iso.org/standard/57613.html


● FreeClassOWL - national German/ Austrian focus building materials 
● BauDataWeb - application of FreeClassOWL 
● eClassOWL - international started in Germany 
● UNSPSC - International 
● proficl@ss - (inter)national, German, electric domain 
● Omniclass - North America, international 
● BAUKOM - research project and outcome of catalan project 
● CoClass - national Sweden 
● ISO12006-2 - Organization of information about construction works -- Part 2: 

Framework for classification 
● VVS kataloget - Denmark 

 
In case this will result in a product ontology, a recommendation should be proposed to the 
W3C for a best practice of classification systems or product catalogues. This may also be a 
recommendation to link to other catalogues instead of creating a new one. 
 
Additionally, a recommendation regarding the transformation of existing product data into 
RDF format should be realised. This also opens the question on how to deal with product 
data captured in non-machine-readable formats such as PDFs. 

Competency questions 
During the workshop the following competency questions were drafted for a product 
ontology: 
 

● What is the cheapest/most effective product fulfilling the requirements? 
● What are the technical properties of individual A? 
● Which products of (vendor A) fulfil the requirements? 
● Which variations of product A are available? 
● What are the differences between product A and product B? 
● In which project has individual A already been used? 
● What properties of an individual A changed since the last update? 
● What product A is similar to product B (for replacement)? 
● What properties of product A can be modified individually? 
● What properties of product A may change during operation? 
● What is the most appropriate product for a project? (modelling properties, location, 

installation, compatibility with other products, …) 

Use Case Definitions 
1. Integrating product data from Building Integrated Photovoltaic (BIPV) 

a. Problem: Current information exchange is based on PDF 
b. Challenges: 

i. It is a systems of systems. Need to describe aggregation of products 
from other products. 

ii. There is a high heterogeneity between products of the same category, 
hence a taxonomy might not be sufficient 

http://www.freeclass.eu/freeclass_v1.html
http://www.freeclass.eu/freeclass_v1.html
http://semantic.eurobau.com/
http://www.freeclass.eu/freeclass_v1.html
http://semantic.eurobau.com/
http://www.heppnetz.de/projects/eclassowl/
http://www.freeclass.eu/freeclass_v1.html
http://www.heppnetz.de/projects/eclassowl/
https://www.unspsc.org/
http://www.freeclass.eu/freeclass_v1.html
https://www.unspsc.org/
http://www.proficlass.de/
http://www.freeclass.eu/freeclass_v1.html
http://www.proficlass.de/
http://ominclass.org/
http://www.freeclass.eu/freeclass_v1.html
http://ominclass.org/
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.autcon.2015.05.007
http://www.freeclass.eu/freeclass_v1.html
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.autcon.2015.05.007
https://coclass.byggtjanst.se/sv/loggain?ReturnUrl=%2f
http://www.freeclass.eu/freeclass_v1.html
https://coclass.byggtjanst.se/sv/loggain?ReturnUrl=%2f
https://www.iso.org/standard/61753.html
https://www.iso.org/standard/61753.html
https://www.iso.org/standard/61753.html
http://www.branchehuset.dk/english_vvskataloget.php


2. Procurement of concrete anchors 
a. Known stress capacity after design 
b. Manufacturers offer product lines with small differences who all fulfil the set 

requirements 
c. Solution option: Use one existing product for specification of procurement 

3. Requirement verification 
a. Requirements for products defined after design 
b. Product is purchased 
c. Need to verify the fulfillment of requirements 

4. Evolving design 
a. The design is incrementally revised adding details about products 
b. A “place holder” is replaced by a “generic product”, a “generic product” 

replaced by an “individual product” 
c. Requirements for products are updated, possibly impacting on the 

requirements of related products 
 

Potential new process to generate RDF from IFC files 
In order to obtain specific product data, it is proposed to try capturing the data in IFC files 
and making them available as product data, directly tied to a number of the above proposed 
ontologies. Ideally, this process could be combined with the implementation outlook outlined 
in the BOT track of this workshop / hackathon. Maxime will continue working with Gonçal on 
this point. 
 

 
 

  



Session 2 - Use case presentations 
Multiple Ontology Binding in a Smart Building Environment 

Roberto Marroquin, Julien Dubois, Christophe Nicolle 

Abstract. This paper presents the WiseNET ontology for a holistic smart building that             
re-purposes and integrates static and dynamic information about different domains          
composing the built context. This ontology binds to a set of elements (vocabulary) from              
various ontologies by using semantic rules and linked data techniques. The main            
advantage of the WiseNET system is to produce extra services to building users and to               
ease the tasks of building managers. 

Paper 

Presentation 

 

 

http://linkedbuildingdata.net/ldac2017/files/Presentations/RM_LDAC2017.pdf
http://linkedbuildingdata.net/ldac2017/files/Presentations/PresentationLDAC_marroquin.pdf


 

 



Web-based topology queries on a BIM model 

Mads Holten Rasmussen, Christian Anker Hviid, Jan Karlshøj 

Abstract. In consulting engineering companies there is a gap between the person who             
has the technical knowledge of the design (the engineer) and the person who operates              
the BIM software (the technical designer). This gap originates from the complexity of the              
tools and the closed schema and proprietary formats on which they depend that makes it               
hard to access, enrich and utilise data in the model. With widely available web              
technologies the data from the models can be released to the cloud enabling an              
unlimited set of specialised tools to manipulate and grow the dataset, thereby eliminating             
the current widespread habit of having to manually copy data from one place to another.               
In this paper, we present a working prototype and a workflow for extracting             
BOT-compliant data from a Revit model to a triplestore in order to query the two together                
in an Autodesk Forge-based web application. 

Presentation 

 

http://linkedbuildingdata.net/ldac2017/files/Presentations/171114_Web_sparql.pdf


 

 

 

Representation and visualization of Documented Virtual Cities 

John Samuel, Gilles Gesquière, Sylvie Servigne 

Abstract. Cities around the world are undergoing rapid changes, both horizontally and            
vertically. New buildings replace the older ones. Some of these new constructions erase any              
visible physical traces of the older demolished constructions. Many people, especially virtual            
tourists, historians and urban planners are increasingly interested in understanding and           
studying how a city looked like, some years before. They turn to municipal archives, old               



photo albums, postcards and paintings to build an impression of the city in the past. Virtual                
3D cities have now found a place in many recent research works. Add a temporal dimension                
to this urban environment, and one can get a narrative of urban development. But to achieve                
this goal, the document corpus must be semantically annotated and used in conjunction with              
other international and interoperable standards. 
 
Our recent work [1] has focused on integrating key metadata of historical documents with              
city objects. We extended CityGML for managing information concerning documents.          
Furthermore, we tested and evaluated visualization techniques like a billboard display [2] for             
documents in virtual urban environments. But document integration and the associated           
visualization techniques have brought forward several other research challenges. Where do           
we display a document in a virtual environment? A document may refer to one or more city                 
buildings or diverse urban installations. A document may be a photograph of a building              
facade or even a construction permit. How can user context and document metadata may be               
used to personalize user experience in such an environment? Our ongoing work focuses on              
some of these research challenges. In this workshop, we would like to present an overview               
of these challenges and the possible research directions. 
 
[1] Samuel, J., Périnaud, C., Servigne, S., Gay, G., & Gesquière, G. (2016, October).              
Representation and Visualization of Urban Fabric through Historical Documents. In          
EUROGRAPHICS Workshop on Graphics and Cultural Heritage. 
[2] Chagnaud, C., Samuel, J., Servigne, S., & Gesquière, G. (2016, December).            
Visualization of documented 3D cities. In Proceedings of the Eurographics Workshop on            
Urban Data Modelling and Visualisation (pp. 87-93). Eurographics Association. 

 

Interlink - A European Road OTL 

Lars Wikström 

In the Interlink project, a European Road OTL has been proposed. This ontology is              
presented here, indicating the challenges that exist in capturing this domain using web             
ontologies. 

Presentation 

 

http://linkedbuildingdata.net/ldac2017/files/Presentations/INTERLINK%20-%20Why%20EU%20ROAD%20OTL.pdf


 

 



 

 

Industry Case Session 
The use case session of the LDAC workshop has been transformed into an industry case 
session, in which companies in the built environment present the key issues they are 
struggling with and how they see linked data as a potential solution. This session was run by 
Zueblin, ARUP and neanex, each of which presented what they were doing with these linked 
data technologies. Afterwards, the floor was open for any company in the room to present 
their use cases. 

Zueblin 
Hojoong Chung and Ting-Chun Kao 
 
The idea is that linked data can potentially help to store the full definition of product models 
in an open readable format; instead of using only the scripting languages (JavaScript) and 
programming languages (C++) and IFC. 
 
We currently store all information in Javascript.  

- Objects can be defined with properties and behaviour 
- No custom parser is needed to get the data and use it 
- … 

 



System concept: 

 
 
Demonstrator: 
 

 

ARUP 
Ken Enright and Ben Hussey 
 
ARUP has a wide range of clients, with ranges of influence on projects. In relation to linked 
data, the following work is considered. 
 

1. Work towards smart buildings / connected buildings 
2. Optimising existing buildings 



a. Linked data could be used to describe BMS data in a more structured and 
sensible manner, so that we can find and reuse useful data points more easily 

b. Building better control systems with abstract rules 
3. Ownership, decisions and responsibilities: Distribute the parameters to the design 

team in such a way that they can make use of it, but it may not be the responsibility 
of that consultant to verify e.g. fire, life and safety. An option to look at the PROV-O 
ontology, which would allow to store provenance of data and therefore also 
responsibilities. 

4. How to build a schema “on the fly” / dynamically - will the schema be static or easily 
enhanced ? Will the Web of Things help discoverability? Max pointed towards Web of 
Things Working Group for clarification. 

5. Linked data may help in easing the understanding applications have of APIs 
6. Great interest for the Brick approach, which is mostly detailed for HVAC systems until 

now 
a. https://brickschema.org/papers/Brick_BuildSys_Presentation.pdf  
b. https://brickschema.org  
c. https://people.eecs.berkeley.edu/~arka/papers/buildsys2016_brick_demo.pdf 
d. https://github.com/BuildSysUniformMetadata/Brick 
e. https://groups.google.com/forum/#!forum/brickschema  

NEANEX 
Chaïm Barbier & Victor Malvar 
 

Presentation 
 
Neanex is focusing on the Benelux market mainly. The company performs systems 
engineering and BIM integration in this market. Furthermore, they deliver information 
management consultancy and business analysis 
 
Three use cases are presented: 
 
1. Police Office Building 

- Similar approach to the BOT Ontology 
- Needed changes due to Clients necessities and mandates 
- Added an extra “classification” level to solve the problem 

https://brickschema.org/papers/Brick_BuildSys_Presentation.pdf
https://brickschema.org/
https://people.eecs.berkeley.edu/~arka/papers/buildsys2016_brick_demo.pdf
https://github.com/BuildSysUniformMetadata/Brick
https://groups.google.com/forum/#!forum/brickschema
http://linkedbuildingdata.net/ldac2017/files/Presentations/neanex_LDAC_Dijon.pdf


 
2. Lock System in the Netherlands 

- Different Classifications/Taxonomies used in the project 
- Need of mapping/align them 
- Difficulties to submit the digital handover as defined by the Dutch ministry of Public 

Works: COINS (http://www.coinsweb.nl/index_uk.html) 
 
3. Viewer integration in a property graph db 

 

View Software 
Harald A. Nitavskis 
 

Presentation 
 

http://www.coinsweb.nl/index_uk.html
http://linkedbuildingdata.net/ldac2017/files/Presentations/View_FM_BIM_IEQ_Space_Energy_LDAC_ENG_14112017.pdf


A business case is presented here that focuses on building data and sensor data. A system 
model is presented in which a big amount of data is gathered (central data lake) for specific 
buildings, from which patterns can be derived to inform end users of the performance of 
specific buildings. This could lead to an energy production and consumption interface as 
shown below. Linked data and the ontologies developed within the W3C Linked Building 
Data community group can be of use here to analyse the data and provide better support to 
end users eventually.  
 

 
 

 
 
 



Smart Energy Aware Systems (SEAS) 
Maxime Lefrançois 
 
In the context of the ITEA2 European project called Smart Energy Aware Systems (SEAS - 
https://the-smart-energy.com), we came up with a big modularized and versioned ontology 
called SEAS (https://w3id.org/seas/). This ontology also partly describes buildings, electrical 
systems, and so forth. 
  
An example of a module is the comfort ontology: 
 - https://w3id.org/seas/ComfortOntology  
See more: Maxime Lefrançois, Planned ETSI SAREF Extensions based on the W3C&OGC 
SOSA/SSN-compatible SEAS Ontology Patterns. In Proceedings of Workshop on Semantic 
Interoperability and Standardization in the IoT, SIS-IoT, Amsterdam, Netherlands, Sep. 2017 
(http://www.maxime-lefrancois.info/docs/Lefrancois-SIS-IoT2017-Planned.pdf)  
 
- The SEAS ontology is going to be pushed at the core of SAREF at ETSI by mid 2019 (see 
DTS/SmartM2M-103548 and DTR/SmartM2M-103549) 
 
Contribute:  

- On the Wiki: http://wiki.the-smart-energy.com/index.php?title=Main_Page  
- Via GitHub: https://github.com/thesmartenergy/seas  

 
In this work, a number of approaches were considered for expressing measures: 
 

1. QUDT - http://www.qudt.org  
2. Unified Code for Units of Measure (UCUM) http://unitsofmeasure.org/ucum.html 
3. Defining custom datatypes - in order to reduce the length of SPARQL queries 
4. As alternatives to OWL datatypes 

See below extract from: https://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-syntax/  
 

OWL 2 ontologies can refer to data values such as strings or integers. Each 
kind of such values is called a datatype. Datatypes can be used in OWL 2 
ontologies as described in Section 5.2. Each datatype is identified by an IRI 
and is defined by the following components: 
 

● The value space is the set of values of the datatype. Elements of the 
value space are called data values. 

● The lexical space is a set of strings that can be used to refer to data 
values. Each member of the lexical space is called a lexical form, and 
it is mapped to a particular data value. 

● The facet space is a set of pairs of the form ( F , v ) where F is an IRI 
called a constraining facet, and v is an arbitrary data value called the 
constraining value. Each such pair is mapped to a subset of the value 
space of the datatype.  

https://the-smart-energy.com/
https://w3id.org/seas/
https://w3id.org/seas/ComfortOntology
http://www.maxime-lefrancois.info/docs/Lefrancois-SIS-IoT2017-Planned.pdf
http://wiki.the-smart-energy.com/index.php?title=Main_Page
https://github.com/thesmartenergy/seas
http://www.qudt.org/
http://unitsofmeasure.org/ucum.html
https://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-syntax/
https://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-syntax/#Datatypes


Concluding plenary session 
A lot of interesting presentations were made, and a whole range of great proposals has been 
made during discussions, coffee breaks and dinners. Thanks to all for making this a very 
useful and interesting workshop.  

Relating to existing communities and efforts 
A number of actions should be considered in relation to other existing groups and 
communities. Such actions were already registered for the Building Product data (see Track 
B of the Hackathon above). The following groups could be contacted as well.  

Linked Open Vocabularies  
LOV (http://lov.okfn.org/dataset/lov/) is used as a repository for collecting ontologies used 
worldwide. BOT should be suggested here as an addition. 

BuildingSmart Regulatory Room Report 
buildingSMART International has published a report that will assist organisations concerned 
with building planning and regulation. This Technical Report reviews the currently available 
and proposed exchange formats, for supporting open digital working in building regulation 
code checking addressing Regulatory, Requirements and Recommendations (RRR) 
workflows. 
 
This report aims to: 

● present a case for investigating such issues 
● identify solutions 
● propose recommendations 

 
Link to the report: 
https://buildingsmart-1xbd3ajdayi.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/17-11-08-Ope
n-Standards-for-Regulation.pdf  

W3C groups  
We should investigate how the groups below function, and identify how we can learn from 
them, interact with them, etc.  
 
Spatial data on the Web WG - closed now, joint group with the OGC (heard about them 
wanting to update OGC SensorML) 

- See https://www.w3.org/TR/sdw-bp/ and https://www.w3.org/TR/sdw-ucr/ 
- See https://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-ssn/  
- See charter of the follow-up Interest Group 

https://www.w3.org/2017/sdwig/charter.html  
 

http://lov.okfn.org/dataset/lov/
https://buildingsmart-1xbd3ajdayi.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/17-11-08-Open-Standards-for-Regulation.pdf
https://buildingsmart-1xbd3ajdayi.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/17-11-08-Open-Standards-for-Regulation.pdf
https://www.w3.org/TR/sdw-bp/
https://www.w3.org/TR/sdw-ucr/
https://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-ssn/
https://www.w3.org/2017/sdwig/charter.html


Web of Things WG - Siemens, Panasonic, Huawei (working on discoverability, security, 
description of sensors) see participants 
https://www.w3.org/2000/09/dbwg/details?group=95969&order=org&public=1  

- In one year, the W3C should issue a recommendation about IoT 
- There are lots of chances their recommendation becomes the next standard 
- BRICK is out of scope 
- Entry point is Architecture document https://w3c.github.io/wot-architecture/  

- Thing Description https://w3c.github.io/wot-thing-description/  
- Then there is protocol binding  https://w3c.github.io/wot-binding-templates/  
- Scripting API https://w3c.github.io/wot-scripting-api/  
- And then http://iotschema.org/  

 

Future outlook 
The following potential future actions are outlined. 
 

- Hackathon 1: IFC to BOT and so forth (give the user the option to use specific 
ontologies ---- see below) 

- Regarding BOT, give the possibility to the user to use any approach for 
expressing geometry (Walter “give the freedom to choose”) 

- Have a tool to automatically create BOT instances natively from scratch and 
allow an easy linkage with IFC instances (or other BIM model with complex 
geometries) 

- Exporters from native CAD tools to BOT (Sketchup, Revit, Archicad, Tekla, 
Grasshopper, Dynamo, Flux.io (?)) ( + Product + Geometry)  

- Revit exporter as open project 
- Hackathon 2: Product Data hackathon 
- BOT to LOV repository - Mads 
- Regarding the W3C Community group, we should split the W3C Community group 

into:  
- BOT+PRODUCT data (W3C Working Group) 
- Geometry data (W3C Community Group) 

- Talk to the other ontology engineering groups (SAREF, BRICK, ….) and suggest 
them to align with BOT 

 
 
  

https://www.w3.org/2000/09/dbwg/details?group=95969&order=org&public=1
https://w3c.github.io/wot-architecture/
https://w3c.github.io/wot-thing-description/
https://w3c.github.io/wot-binding-templates/
https://w3c.github.io/wot-scripting-api/
http://iotschema.org/


LDAC 2018 
Next year, LDAC2018 will be organised by ARUP and University College London (UCL). 
This will take place on 19th and 20th June 2018 (two full days, 9am-5pm). More information 
soon! 
 
 
 

 

http://linkedbuildingdata.net/ldac2017/files/Presentations/20171114_LDAC2018.pdf

